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Abstract

We present a tensor-network approach for two-dimensional strong-coupling QCD with staggered quarks 
at nonzero chemical potential. After integrating out the gauge fields at infinite coupling, the partition func-
tion can be written as a full contraction of a tensor network consisting of coupled local numeric and 
Grassmann tensors. To evaluate the partition function and to compute observables, we develop a Grassmann 
higher-order tensor renormalization group method, specifically tailored for this model. During the coarsen-
ing procedure, the blocking of adjacent Grassmann tensors is performed analytically, and the total number 
of Grassmann variables in the tensor network is reduced by a factor of two at each coarsening step. The 
coarse-site numeric tensors are truncated using higher-order singular value decompositions. The method is 
validated by comparing the partition function, the chiral condensate and the baryon density computed with 
the tensor method with exact analytical results on small lattices up to volumes of 4 × 4. For larger volumes, 
we present first tensor results for the chiral condensate as a function of the mass and volume, and observe 
that the chiral symmetry is not broken dynamically in two dimensions. We also present tensor results for 
the number density as a function of the chemical potential, which hint at a first-order phase transition.
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1. Introduction

The QCD phase diagram is a key research topic in modern particle physics, but its study with 
Monte Carlo methods in lattice QCD is hindered by the sign problem caused by the determinant 
of the Dirac operator, which becomes complex in the presence of a chemical potential μ. Various 
methods developed to circumvent the sign problem, such as reweighting, Taylor expansion in 
μ, analytic continuation from imaginary μ, complex Langevin, thimbles and path optimization, 
have been applied to QCD, but none of these can successfully reach regimes where μ/T > 1. The 
method of dual variables shows some promise as it strongly reduces the sign problem, however, 
until now the dualization was mainly applied to the strong-coupling limit of QCD [1–4]. An 
attempt to go beyond this limit was made using the next-to-leading order term in the strong-
coupling expansion [5]. The worm algorithm [6] is the method of choice to simulate QCD in the 
strong-coupling limit in its dual formulation.

As an alternative to Monte Carlo methods, tensor-network methods have recently been applied 
with success to various statistical systems. These methods can be categorized into Hamilto-
nian (or Hilbert-space) tensor methods and Lagrangian methods, which aim to compute the 
finite-temperature partition function. To study systems in thermal equilibrium we will constrain 
our discussion to the latter. Originally, the tensor renormalization group (TRG) method was 
proposed for two-dimensional systems [7]. This method was modified to be applicable to higher-
dimensional systems in the higher-order tensor renormalization group (HOTRG) method [8], 
which is based on the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [9]. The TRG and 
HOTRG methods have been applied to a variety of problems in classical and quantum statis-
tical physics, such as spin systems or gauge systems in two, three and four dimensions. Even 
some systems with a complex action, i.e., with a sign problem, were successfully studied, as for 
example the three-dimensional O(2) model with a chemical potential [10].

For systems with fermions, the Hilbert-space tensor-network methods were extended to in-
clude Grassmann-valued tensors [11]. For the Lagrangian approach, which we use in this paper, 
the Grassmann TRG (GTRG) [12,13] and the Grassmann HOTRG (GHOTRG) [14] were re-
cently developed for cases where the Grassmann variables cannot be integrated out locally.

A comprehensive overview of the application of tensor network methods to a range of models 
studied in the context of a road map towards the ultimate goal of four-dimensional QCD can be 
found in Ref. [15].

The aim of the current paper is to demonstrate the applicability of tensor-network methods to 
strong-coupling QCD with staggered quarks. The HOTRG method cannot be applied as such to 
strong-coupling QCD as non-local sign factors occur in the meson-baryon-loop representation 
of the partition function [1,2]. Clearly, this property is impossible to encode in a local tensor. To 
resolve this problem, we do not integrate out all Grassmann variables as in the meson-baryon-
loop representation, but keep the baryonic combinations of Grassmann variables in a Grassmann 
tensor. Then, the partition function can be written as a full contraction of a tensor network with 
local numeric and Grassmann tensors. To evaluate the partition function we then apply an iter-
ative blocking procedure, which uses ideas of the original GHOTRG method, but is specifically 
tailored for strong-coupling QCD.

We validate our Grassmann tensor-network method by comparing its results for the partition 
function, the chiral condensate and the number density with exact analytical results computed on 
small lattices of sizes up to 4 × 4. Then, we apply the method to larger lattices to compute the 
chiral condensate as a function of mass and volume, and observe that the chiral symmetry is not 
broken dynamically in the two-dimensional case. Note that tensor methods are well-suited for 
2
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this investigation, which becomes prohibitively expensive with the worm algorithm, since very 
large volumes are required for small masses. Furthermore, we compute the number density at 
nonzero chemical potential, which hints at a first-order phase transition. We also briefly discuss 
the convergence of the tensor-network results with increasing bond dimension.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we reformulate the partition function of strong-
coupling QCD as a tensor network of numeric and Grassmann tensors. In Sec. 3 we introduce 
auxiliary Grassmann variables in order to decouple the nearest-neighbor interaction terms in the 
different directions. Then, we discuss how the lattice can be coarsened by blocking adjacent local 
tensors. We present our numerical results in Sec. 4 and our conclusions in Sec. 5.

2. Strong-coupling QCD and its tensor formulation

In the strong-coupling limit (β → 0) of QCD, the gauge action vanishes and only the fermion 
action survives. For a single staggered quark field1 with mass m, the lattice action is

SF =
∑
x

{
ηx,1γ ψ̄x

[
eμUx,1ψx+1̂ − e−μU

†
x−1̂,1

ψ
x−1̂

]
+ ηx,2ψ̄x

[
Ux,2ψx+2̂ − U

†
x−2̂,2

ψ
x−2̂

]
+ 2mψ̄xψx

}
, (1)

where x ∈ {1, . . . , V } enumerates the sites on a lattice with temporal extent L1, spatial extent 
L2, and volume V = L1L2. For tensor-network studies L1 and L2 are taken to be powers of 2. 
The SU(3) matrices Ux,ν are defined on the links of the lattice, ψx and ψ̄x are 3-dimensional 
vectors of Grassmann variables, representing the colored quark and antiquark fields on the site 
x. The staggered phases are ηx,1 = 1 and ηx,2 = (−1)x1 , where x1 is the time coordinate of site 
x. The quark chemical potential μ and an anisotropy factor γ are introduced for the Euclidean 
time direction.2 To describe the system in thermal equilibrium, we use antiperiodic boundary 
conditions in the time direction and periodic boundary conditions in the space direction for the 
Grassmann variables.

In the infinite-coupling limit, the SU(3) gauge fields can be exactly integrated out [1,2], giving 
rise to a system of mesons and non-intersecting baryon loops. For each configuration contributing 
to the partition function, each lattice site is assigned either to a baryon loop or to a mesonic 
contribution, as all Grassmann variables must be saturated, i.e., each site has to contain 3 quarks 
and 3 anti-quarks, in order to contribute to the partition function. The partition function can then 
be written as [3]

Z =
∫ [∏

x

dψxdψ̄x

]∏
x

e2mMx
∏

ν=1,2

zx,ν, (2)

where the differentials are defined as

dψxdψ̄x = dψx,3dψx,2dψx,1dψ̄x,1dψ̄x,2dψ̄x,3 = dψx,1dψ̄x,1dψx,2dψ̄x,2dψx,3dψ̄x,3
(3)

1 In two dimensions, a single staggered quark field leads to two “tastes” in the continuum limit. Taste degrees of 
freedom are often interpreted as different physical flavors.

2 The anisotropy allows for a continuous variation of the temperature [16].
3
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and3

zx,ν = ηx,νζνB̄xBx+ν̂ − ηx,νζ−νB̄x+ν̂Bx +
3∑

kx,ν=0

(3 − kx,ν)!
3!kx,ν !

(
(ηx,νγ

δν,1)2MxMx+ν̂

)kx,ν

(4)

with mesonic combinations Mx = ψ̄xψx , baryonic combinations Bx = 1
3!εi1i2i3ψx,i1ψx,i2ψx,i3 , 

antibaryonic combinations B̄x = 1
3!εi1i2i3ψ̄x,i3ψ̄x,i2ψ̄x,i1 and

ζν =
{

γ 3 exp(±3μ) for ν = ±1 ,

1 else .
(5)

To integrate out the Grassmann variables, we first expand the exponential in the mass and 
write the product of sums in (2) as a sum of products. Looking at a single term in the sum, i.e., 
a specific configuration, we observe that, for nonzero contributions, the sites have to be either 
baryonic or mesonic due to the Grassmann nature of the variables. Therefore the product over 
directions ν = 1, 2 cannot mix baryonic and mesonic contributions on a single site.

To apply Monte Carlo simulations to strong-coupling QCD, the Grassmann variables in both 
the mesonic and baryonic combinations are integrated out. The partition function then consists of 
configurations of closed, non-intersecting baryon loops with remaining sites saturated by meson 
contributions (including mass terms) [2,3]. A particularity of this representation is that each 
baryon loop contributes a multiplicative factor of (−1) to the weight of the configuration to 
which it belongs, coming from a reordering of the Grassmann variables along the loop when 
performing the Grassmann integration.

Although the mesonic part of the partition function is easily converted into a consistent tensor-
network formulation, as was already shown for U(N) [17], the baryonic contributions introduce 
a new problem as the baryon-loop sign factors are of a global nature and can therefore not be 
included in a local tensor without further ado. Therefore, HOTRG cannot be applied as such on 
this model. However, it turns out that this problem can be resolved using a variant of GHOTRG 
[14], which we specifically develop for this model.

In the following we explicitly integrate out the Grassmann variables in the mesonic combina-
tions, but leave the baryonic ones unintegrated to avoid the generation of non-local sign factors. 
After integration of the mesonic Grassmann combinations, the baryonic Grassmann variables Bx

and B̄x can be regarded as fundamental (non-composite) Grassmann variables that are integrated 
over. This results in4

Z =
∑
k,l

∫ ∏
x

⎧⎨⎩δx∈B

⎡⎣dBxdB̄x

∏
ν=1,2

η
|lx,ν |
x,ν ξν(lx,ν)(BxB̄x+ν̂ )

l−x,ν (B̄xBx+ν̂ )
l+x,ν

⎤⎦
+ δx∈M

⎡⎣h(nx)
∏

ν=1,2

αν(kx,ν)

⎤⎦⎫⎬⎭ , (6)

3 Note that there is no back-and-forth baryonic contribution on the same link, as this is identical to the triple-meson 
contribution between two sites, which is already taken into account in the mesonic contribution.

4 The integral sign denotes an integration over all Grassmann variables that occur for a given configuration (k, l). In 
particular, when a configuration has no Grassmann contributions, our notation implies that there is no integral.
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Table 1
Relation between the occupa-
tion numbers l, l+ and l− .

l −1 0 1

l+ 0 0 1
l− 1 0 0

where the set of configurations on a two-dimensional lattice of volume V is the set of all tuples 
k = (k1,1, . . . , kV,2) and l = (l1,1, . . . , lV ,2) of mesonic and net baryonic link occupation numbers 
kx,ν ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and lx,ν ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, respectively. The occupation numbers l±x,ν for baryons and 
antibaryons are mutually exclusive in (6), see also (4), and can therefore be written as functions 
of the net occupation number lx,ν with l±x,ν = lx,ν(lx,ν ± 1)/2 ∈ {0, 1}, see also Table 1. The 
weight functions in (6) are

ξν(lx,ν) = ζ
l+x,ν
ν ζ

l−x,ν

−ν =
{

γ 3|lx,ν | exp(lx,ν3μ) if ν = 1,

1 if ν = 2,
(7)

αν(kx,ν) = (3 − kx,ν)!
3!kx,ν ! γ 2kx,νδν,1 , (8)

h(nx) = 3!
nx ! (2m)nx , nx = 3 −

∑
ν

(kx,−ν + kx,ν), (9)

where we introduced the notation kx,−ν ≡ kx−ν̂,ν and lx,−ν ≡ lx−ν̂,ν .
For every configuration that yields a nonzero contribution to the partition function, each site 

x is either baryonic or mesonic:

(a) baryonic site x ∈ B: All surrounding links must have k = 0, i.e., 
∑

ν(kx,−ν + kx,ν) = 0. 
In order to yield a nonzero contribution to the partition function when all Grassmann 
variables are integrated out, each baryonic site x must be occupied by exactly one factor 
of Bx and one factor of B̄x . This means that for each baryonic site x we require l−x,1 +
l−x,2 + l+x,−1 + l+x,−2 = 1 and l+x,1 + l+x,2 + l−x,−1 + l−x,−2 = 1. We represent the baryon 
condition by

δx∈B = δ1,(l−x,1+l−x,2+l+x,−1+l+x,−2)
δ1,(l+x,1+l+x,2+l−x,−1+l−x,−2)

∏
ν=1,2

δ0,kx,−ν δ0,kx,ν . (10)

(b) mesonic site x ∈ M: All surrounding links must have l = 0 and the SU(3) condition re-
quires nx ≥ 0, see (9). This is represented by the meson condition

δx∈M = �(nx)
∏

ν=1,2

δ0,lx,−ν δ0,lx,ν , (11)

where we use the convention �(0) = 1 for the Heaviside-theta function.

The configurations (index combinations) for which any single site x is neither baryonic nor 
mesonic, i.e., with indices such that δx∈B = 0 and δx∈M = 0, are not contributing to the partition 
function.

Note that in the partition function (6), for each contributing index configuration (k, l), the 
Grassmann variables appearing in the mesonic combinations have already been integrated out, 
5
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Table 2
Mesonic and baryonic link occupation numbers k and l as a 
function of the combined index j .

combined index j 0 1 2 3 4 5

mesonic index k 0 1 2 3 0 0
baryonic index l 0 0 0 0 −1 1

and the remaining integrals only apply to the baryonic terms. Because of the baryonic condition 
(10), the Grassmann differentials for such a configuration can be rewritten as∏

x∈B
dBxdB̄x =

∏
x

(dBx)
l−x,1+l−x,2+l+x,−1+l+x,−2(dB̄x)

l+x,1+l+x,2+l−x,−1+l−x,−2 . (12)

For each configuration contributing to the partition function (6), any link is either mesonic 
(k �= 0, l = 0), baryonic (k = 0, l �= 0) or empty (k = l = 0). Hence we can combine the mesonic 
and baryonic occupation numbers kx,ν and lx,ν into a single combined index jx,ν of dimension 6, 
to reduce the total number of configurations in the partition function (i.e., we effectively reduce 
the number of configurations with zero weights). The relation between the combined index 0 ≤
j ≤ 5 and the mesonic and baryonic occupation numbers k and l is given in Table 2.

The partition function (6) can be written as a full contraction of a tensor network where the 
local tensors have a numeric and a Grassmann part,

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
x

S
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

G
(x)
lx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2

, (13)

where each configuration is now characterized by its 2V indices j = (j1,1, . . . , jV,2) and we 
again introduce the notation jx,−ν ≡ jx−ν̂,ν . The local numeric tensors S(x) and the local Grass-
mann tensors G(x) have the following entries:

S
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

= δx∈B
∏

ν=1,2

η
|lx,ν |
x,ν

√
ξν(lx,ν)ξν(lx,−ν)

+ δx∈M h(nx)
∏

ν=1,2

√
αν(kx,ν)αν(kx,−ν) , (14)

G
(x)
lx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2

= (dBx)
l−x,1+l−x,2+l+x,−1+l+x,−2(dB̄x)

l+x,1+l+x,2+l−x,−1+l−x,−2

×
∏

ν=1,2

(BxB̄x+ν̂ )
l−x,ν (B̄xBx+ν̂ )

l+x,ν , (15)

where the indices kx,ν and lx,ν are implicitly defined as functions of jx,ν as in Table 2, and we 
recall that l±x,ν = lx,ν(lx,ν ± 1)/2 ∈ {0, 1}, see Table 1.

Note that each configuration j in the partition function (13) selects one entry for each local 
tensor, and due to (14), the nonzero tensor entries of S can be classified as either “mesonic” 
or “baryonic”. For the mesonic entries, the corresponding entries of the Grassmann tensor are 
all equal to 1, as all l+ and l− are zero around a mesonic site. For the baryonic entries, the 
corresponding entries of the Grassmann tensor are non-trivial and will play a crucial role in 
GHOTRG.5

5 In (13)-(15) we use the convention that S(x)G(x) is zero whenever S(x) is zero. This is relevant when the indices of 
G(x) are such that dB or dB̄ would have powers different from 0 or 1.
6
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As all the interaction terms in G(x) involve an even number of Grassmann variables, they are 
mutually commuting and so their order does not matter. Furthermore, due to the factors δx∈B and 
δx∈M in S(x), the Grassmann tensors G(x) can be considered to be commuting with each other in 
(13), since for every nonzero entry of S(x) the corresponding entry of G(x) is Grassmann-even.

The local numeric tensor S(x) only depends on the site x through the staggered phase ηx,ν . 
As ηx,1 = 1 and ηx,2 = (−1)x1 , there are only two different realizations of S(x), for sites with 
odd and even time coordinates x1, respectively.6 The bond dimension of the initial local tensor 
is Dinitial = 6, corresponding to the dimension of the index j in Table 2. During the iterative 
blocking procedure, the bond dimensions of the coarse-lattice tensors, which would in principle 
grow exponentially, are truncated to a chosen value D using HOSVD approximations [9].

In order to validate our version of the GHOTRG method, we will also investigate a simplified 
partition function containing only baryons. The sum over j in (13) is then restricted such that all 
sites are baryonic, i.e., x ∈ B for all x.

3. Grassmann HOTRG for strong-coupling QCD

We now explain how to evaluate the partition function given by the full contraction of the 
Grassmann tensor network in (13). The method can be summarized as being an iterative blocking 
procedure where each blocking step consists of two parts: First, new Grassmann tensors are 
generated on the coarse lattice, which reduces the number of Grassmann variables by a factor 
of two and gives rise to local sign factors. Then, an HOSVD approximation is applied to the 
contraction of two adjacent numeric tensors. In this process, the local sign factors are absorbed 
in the new numeric tensors on the coarse lattice.

The peculiarities of the strong-coupling QCD model, i.e., the use of staggered quarks and the 
existence of both, mesonic and baryonic contributions, require the development of a tailor-made 
GHOTRG.

3.1. Decoupling the Grassmann interaction terms through auxiliary variables

In order to integrate out the Grassmann variables Bx and B̄x in the partition function (13) for 
one particular configuration j , satisfying x ∈ B or x ∈ M for all x, we decouple the interaction 
terms in different directions. This is achieved by introducing auxiliary Grassmann variables c
and inserting identities of the form

∫
(dc)l (c)l ≡

(∫
dc c

)l

= 1 for l = 0,1. (16)

The interaction terms (B̄xBx+ν̂ )
l+x,ν and (BxB̄x+ν̂ )

l−x,ν are mutually exclusive, i.e., l+x,ν and l−x,ν

cannot simultaneously be equal to one, see Table 1. Therefore, we can use the same auxiliary 
variable cx,ν to rewrite the two interaction terms as

6 To avoid multiple definitions of the local tensor that just differ in the staggered phase, the latter is not included 
explicitly in the computer implementation of the initial local tensor (14), but is instead taken care of explicitly in the very 
first contraction, which is performed in the 1̂-direction, see Appendix B.3.
7
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(B̄xBx+ν̂ )
l+x,ν =

(
B̄xBx+ν̂

∫
dcx,νcx,ν

)l+x,ν

=
∫

(B̄xcx,ν)
l+x,ν (Bx+ν̂dcx,ν)

l+x,ν ,

(BxB̄x+ν̂ )
l−x,ν =

(
BxB̄x+ν̂

∫
dcx,νcx,ν

)l−x,ν

=
∫

(Bxcx,ν)
l−x,ν (B̄x+ν̂dcx,ν)

l−x,ν ,

(17)

where each interaction term is split into two commuting factors. These identities can be applied 
for all x and ν = 1, 2 independently. The order of the Grassmann variables on the right hand side 
is chosen to facilitate the integration of Bx and B̄x below. For later convenience we will also 
introduce the notation cx,−ν ≡ cx−ν̂,ν .

After introducing the auxiliary Grassmann variables using (17), all original Grassmann vari-
ables Bx and B̄x can be integrated out independently for different sites. To this end, we gather all 
eight interaction terms involving Bx or B̄x for one particular site x, together with the differen-
tials contained in G(x) (the commuting pairs are reordered to gather the contributions in B and B̄
separately, such that the Grassmann integrations can be performed without generating additional 
sign factors). For x ∈ B or x ∈ M, satisfying the conditions (10) and (11), respectively, we obtain

H
(x)
lx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2

=
∫
Bx

(dBx)
l−x,1+l−x,2+l+x,−1+l+x,−2(Bxcx,1)

l−x,1(Bxcx,2)
l−x,2(Bxdcx,−1)

l+x,−1(Bxdcx,−2)
l+x,−2

×
∫
B̄x

(dB̄x)
l+x,1+l+x,2+l−x,−1+l−x,−2(B̄xcx,1)

l+x,1(B̄xcx,2)
l+x,2(B̄xdcx,−1)

l−x,−1(B̄xdcx,−2)
l−x,−2

=
∫
Bx

(dBxBx)
l−x,1+l−x,2+l+x,−1+l+x,−2(cx,1)

l−x,1(cx,2)
l−x,2(dcx,−1)

l+x,−1(dcx,−2)
l+x,−2

×
∫
B̄x

(dB̄xB̄x)
l+x,1+l+x,2+l−x,−1+l−x,−2(cx,1)

l+x,1(cx,2)
l+x,2(dcx,−1)

l−x,−1(dcx,−2)
l−x,−2

=
[
(cx,1)

l−x,1(cx,2)
l−x,2(dcx,−1)

l+x,−1(dcx,−2)
l+x,−2

]
×
[
(cx,1)

l+x,1(cx,2)
l+x,2(dcx,−1)

l−x,−1(dcx,−2)
l−x,−2

]
(18)

with 
∫
B

and 
∫
B̄

indicating that we only integrate over the Grassmann variables B and B̄ , re-
spectively. If the chosen site x is baryonic, then H(x) always contains exactly two Grassmann 
variables due to (10), one from each product in square brackets. On the other hand, if x is 
mesonic, H(x) = 1 since all l±x,±ν = 0. In both cases H(x) is Grassmann even.

Note that to collect all interaction terms involving Bx and B̄x in Z, resulting in (18), one also 
needs (17) with x → x − ν̂. When x is on the lower edge of the lattice in the ν̂-direction, the 
interaction terms between x − ν̂ and x will wrap around the lower edge of the lattice. These terms 
actually stem from the interaction terms in (13) which wrap around the lattice at its upper edge 
in that direction (because (13) only contains interactions from x to x + ν̂ for x ∈ {1, . . . , V }). For 
these interaction terms, the variables Bx and B̄x will be subjected to the boundary conditions in 
the direction ν̂. However, we always have

B̄yBy′ = B̄y±Lν ν̂By′±Lνν̂ , for all y, y′, ν (19)
8
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since we use antiperiodic (for ν = 1) and periodic (for ν = 2) boundary conditions. In order to 
preserve this property for products of original and auxiliary variables, appearing on the right hand 
side of (17), and to avoid explicit sign factors in the partition function, we choose the boundary 
conditions of the new auxiliary variables such that we always have

ayby′ = ay±Lνν̂by′±Lνν̂ , for all y, y′, ν, (20)

where ay, by are place holders for any of the original or auxiliary variables (or differentials). The 
conditions above are automatically satisfied by requiring the auxiliary variables to satisfy the 
same boundary conditions as the original Grassmann variables B and B̄ .

After integrating out Bx and B̄x , according to (18), for all sites x in the partition function 
(13), we are left with 2V new Grassmann variables cx,ν and their differentials, and the partition 
function can be written as

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
x

S
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

H
(x)
lx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2

(21)

with numerical tensors S(x) and Grassmann tensors H(x) given in (14) and (18), respectively. 
Recall that the indices lx,ν of H(x) are implicit functions of jx,ν as given in Table 2. For each 
configuration j , the integral in (21) applies to all auxiliary fields having differentials with unit 
exponent.

The main difference compared to the original formulation (13) for Z is that the new Grass-
mann variables live on the links, while the original Grassmann variables where defined on the 
sites of the lattice. This is crucial for deriving a consistent blocking procedure, as will be shown 
in the next sections.

As explained above, the Grassmann tensors H(x) in the partition function can be considered 
to be commuting since every entry H(x)

lx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2
is accompanied by a factor δx∈B or δx∈M in 

the numeric tensor S(x).
To facilitate the further manipulations, we reorder the factors in H(x) in a canonical order 

(chosen such that the Grassmann integrations can be more easily performed when blocking two 
tensors as described in further sections),

H
(x)
lx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2

= ωlx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2(cx,1)
l−x,1(cx,1)

l+x,1(cx,2)
l−x,2(cx,2)

l+x,2

× (dcx,−2)
l+x,−2(dcx,−2)

l−x,−2(dcx,−1)
l+x,−1(dcx,−1)

l−x,−1 (22)

with sign factor7

ωlx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2 = (−1)
l+x,1+l+x,2+l+x,2l

−
x,1+l−x,−2l

+
x,−1 , (23)

which will eventually be absorbed in the numeric tensor. As l±x,ν = lx,ν(lx,ν ± 1)/2, the products 
in (22) can be rewritten as

(cx,ν)
l+x,ν (cx,ν)

l−x,ν = (cx,ν)
l2x,ν , (24)

such that the Grassmann tensor H(x) becomes

7 Note that for Grassmann variables ψ and χ , we can write ψaχb = (−1)abχbψa for a, b = 0, 1. The sign factor ω is 
simplified using the baryon condition (10) and the fact that l+l− = 0 and (l±)2 = l± . The expression for ω is also valid 
for x ∈ M, where H(x) = 1.
9
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H
(x)
lx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2

= ωlx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2(cx,1)
l2x,1(cx,2)

l2x,2(dcx,−2)
l2x,−2(dcx,−1)

l2x,−1 . (25)

We now introduce the notation fx,ν ≡ fx,ν(jx,ν) = l2
x,ν ∈ {0, 1} and identify fx,−ν ≡ fx−ν̂,ν . 

After defining a new Grassmann tensor

K
(x)
fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2

= (cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 (26)

and absorbing the sign factor ω in a new numeric tensor

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

= ωlx,−1lx,1lx,−2lx,2S
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

, (27)

the partition function (21) becomes

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
x

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

K
(x)
fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2

. (28)

Note that the Grassmann tensors K(x) can be considered to be commuting (Grassmann-even) 
in (28), since the baryonic condition δx∈B included in T (x) implies fx,1 +fx,2 +fx,−1 +fx,−2 =
2, see (10), while the mesonic condition δx∈M in T (x) implies fx,1 + fx,2 + fx,−1 + fx,−2 = 0, 
see (11). Hence, the Grassmann tensors can be reordered in the partition function when perform-
ing the coarsening steps discussed below, without generating additional sign factors.

In the next sections we will describe the renormalization group (RG) steps, which coarsen 
the lattice iteratively and halve the number of lattice sites at each iteration. The blocking of two 
adjacent Grassmann tensors K(x) and K(x+ν̂) will produce a new tensor on the coarse lattice 
with a Grassmann structure identical to that of the original tensors, and a sign factor that can 
be absorbed in the coarse-lattice numeric tensor. In the following we will call the index fx,ν ≡
fx,ν(jx,ν) ∈ {0, 1} the Grassmann parity of the index jx,ν . The Grassmann parity fx,ν is the 
exponent of the Grassmann variable living on the link between x and x + ν̂, see (26). In the 
original local Grassmann tensor K(x)

fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2
, the indices f = f (j) are related to j by 

Table 2 and f = l2. However, in general, the index f is a function of the index j , which will be 
updated at each step of the blocking procedure, as will be explained in detail below.

We will see that after each RG step, the partition function will always have the shape (28), 
albeit with an updated numeric tensor on the coarse lattice. The RG steps are repeated until the 
tensor network has been reduced to a single tensor. The sum over the remaining indices of that 
tensor then yields the partition function Z.

3.2. Coarsening the time direction

3.2.1. Blocking adjacent tensors in the time direction
As part of GHOTRG we now discuss an RG step in the 1̂-direction, which consists of (iden-

tical) contractions of all V/2 pairs of adjacent local tensors in that direction,

T (x,x+1̂)K(x,x+1̂)

≡
∑
jx,1

∫
cx,1

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

T
(x+1̂)
jx,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2jx+1̂,2

K
(x)
fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2

K
(x+1̂)
fx,1fx+1̂,1fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2

,

(29)

where (x, x + 1̂) denotes the pair of sites which will eventually be fused in a new coarse-grained 
site, and T (x,x+1̂) and K(x,x+1̂) are the new numeric and Grassmann tensors, respectively, on 
10
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the coarse lattice. The integral only represents an integration over the Grassmann variable cx,1, 
which is defined on the link that connects the two sites. Note that the summation variable jx,1
also appears in fx,1 = fx,1(jx,1).

We first consider the Grassmann part of this contraction, which is the product

K(x,x+1̂) ≡
∫

cx,1

K
(x)
fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2

K
(x+1̂)
fx,1fx+1̂,1fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2

. (30)

The order of the two factors in the product is irrelevant as the Grassmann tensors can be con-
sidered to be commuting (as explained above), and we place them such that the Grassmann 
integration over the shared link can be directly performed,

K(x,x+1̂)

=
∫

cx,1

(c
x+1̂,1)

f
x+1̂,1(c

x+1̂,2)
f

x+1̂,2(dc
x+1̂,−2)

f
x+1̂,−2(dcx,1)

fx,1(cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2

× (dcx,−2)
fx,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1

= (c
x+1̂,1)

f
x+1̂,1(c

x+1̂,2)
f

x+1̂,2(dc
x+1̂,−2)

f
x+1̂,−2(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 .

(31)

Note that K(x,x+1̂) does not depend on fx,1 due to the integration formula (16). Therefore the 
sum over jx,1 in (29) actually only applies to the numeric tensors, such that

T (x,x+1̂) ≡ T (x,x+1̂)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

=
∑
jx,1

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

T
(x+1̂)
jx,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2jx+1̂,2

.

(32)

In terms of the blocked tensors T and K, the partition function is given by

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
x odd

T (x,x+1̂)K(x,x+1̂) ≡
∑
j

∫ ∏
X

T (X)K(X), (33)

where j now only contains all remaining indices, and X = (x, x + 1̂) represents the sites on the 
coarse lattice.

Note that a tensor on the coarse lattice is connected to each neighbor in the contraction di-
rection 1̂ by a single shared index j and to each neighbor in the perpendicular direction 2̂ by 
two such indices, which form “fat indices” (in the following we therefore call the links in this 
direction “fat links”). In (32) we denote the fat indices of T by the pairs (jx,−2, jx+1̂,−2) and 
(jx,2, jx+1̂,2). In the following we want to apply the ideas of HOTRG to the blocked partition 
function (33) and reduce the bond dimension of the fat indices from D2 back to D, the bond 
dimension of the original indices.8 Note that we cannot apply the HOSVD procedure as such to 
the coarse numeric tensor (32) because the coarse Grassmann tensor (31) depends on the same 
indices through f (j).

8 Note that in the first coarsening step we actually truncate from D2
initial to min(D, D2

initial), while in further steps the 
truncation will generically be from D2 to D. For simplicity we will always refer to the generic case in the following.
11
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By choosing the 1̂-direction as the first contraction direction, we always combine T (x) on 
a site with odd time coordinate with T (x+1̂) on a site with even time coordinate, such that the 
contributions of the staggered phases are the same for all T on the coarse lattice. Therefore, the 
new numeric tensor T (X) is identical for all X on the coarse lattice. The new K(X) can again be 
considered to be commuting in Z, as is explained in Appendix A.

3.2.2. Reducing the number of Grassmann variables in the space direction
To reduce the number of Grassmann variables in the blocked Grassmann tensor, we will in-

tegrate out the Grassmann variables in the direction perpendicular to the contraction direction in 
(31). However, the Grassmann variables and their corresponding differentials belong to tensors 
K on different coarse sites in the partition function (33). The differentials belonging to the fields 
cx,2 and c

x+1̂,2 in K(X) can be found in K(X+2̂). Therefore, we want to reshuffle Grassmann dif-
ferentials between all K in the partition function (33) to be able to integrate out the Grassmann 
variables in the 2̂-direction. To do so, the differentials

(dc
x+1̂,−2)

f
x+1̂,−2 and (dcx,−2)

fx,−2 (34)

will be moved from the coarse site X to X − 2̂, and will be replaced by the differentials

(dc
x+1̂,2)

f
x+1̂,2 and (dcx,2)

fx,2 , (35)

which are moved in from site X + 2̂ to X. This applies to all X on the coarse lattice. This 
reshuffling of Grassmann differentials would however introduce non-local sign factors, and the 
partition function would no longer have the form of a tensor network.

To resolve this problem we define new auxiliary Grassmann variables c̃ on the fat links of the 
coarse lattice by introducing a factor(∫

dc̃X,−2c̃X,−2

)f̃X,−2

= 1 (36)

in every K(X), with

f̃X,−2 ≡ (fx,−2 + f
x+1̂,−2) mod 2. (37)

Note that f̃X,−2 is not an independent variable, but just an alias for the expression in (37), which 
we call the Grassmann parity of the fat index (jx,−2, jx+1̂,−2).

This definition guarantees that the sum fx,−2 +f
x+1̂,−2 + f̃X,−2 is even, such that the product

(c̃X,−2)
f̃X,−2(dc

x+1̂,−2)
f

x+1̂,−2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2 (38)

is commuting.
After introducing (36) in (31) and reordering the differentials and fields, we find

K(X) =
∫

c̃X,−2

σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2
(c

x+1̂,1)
f

x+1̂,1(cx,2)
fx,2(c

x+1̂,2)
f

x+1̂,2
(
dc̃X,−2c̃X,−2

)f̃X,−2

× (dc
x+1̂,−2)

f
x+1̂,−2(dcx,−2)

fx,−2(dcx,−1)
fx,−1 (39)

with a sign factor
12
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σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2
= (−1)

fx,2(fx+1̂,−2+f
x+1̂,2). (40)

The partition function (33) can now be written as

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
X

T̃ (X)K̃(X), (41)

with a modified numeric tensor

T̃ (X) ≡ T̃ (X)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

= σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2
T (X)

jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)
(42)

and a new Grassmann tensor

K̃(X) = (c
x+1̂,1)

f
x+1̂,1(cx,2)

fx,2(c
x+1̂,2)

f
x+1̂,2

(
dc̃X,−2c̃X,−2

)f̃X,−2

× (dc
x+1̂,−2)

f
x+1̂,−2(dcx,−2)

fx,−2(dcx,−1)
fx,−1 . (43)

Note that the tensor K̃ has the same six indices as K since f̃ is defined by (37). The integral over 
c̃X,−2 in (39) is now part of the integral in Z.

We are now able to move the commuting combination (38) from the coarse site X to X − 2̂, 
for all X, without generating any sign factors. Hence, in K̃(X) this combination is replaced by 
the commuting expression

(c̃X,2)
f̃X,2(dc

x+1̂,2)
f

x+1̂,2(dcx,2)
fx,2 , (44)

which is moved in from site X+ 2̂ to X. This is done for all X on the coarse lattice.9 The partition 
function (41) can now be written as

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
X

T̃ (X)K
(X)

, (45)

with a new Grassmann tensor,

K
(X) =

∫
cx,2,cx+1̂,2

(c
x+1̂,1)

f
x+1̂,1(c̃X,2)

f̃X,2(dc
x+1̂,2)

f
x+1̂,2(dcx,2)

fx,2(cx,2)
fx,2

× (c
x+1̂,2)

f
x+1̂,2(dc̃X,−2)

f̃X,−2(dcx,−1)
fx,−1

= (c
x+1̂,1)

f
x+1̂,1(c̃X,2)

f̃X,2(dc̃X,−2)
f̃X,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 , (46)

where we moved the commuting combination (44) to the appropriate position to perform the 
Grassmann integrations over cx,2 and c

x+1̂,2 without generating additional sign factors.

The new Grassmann tensors K
(X)

can always be considered to be commuting, as the entries 
of the corresponding numeric tensors T̃ (X) are nonzero only when (see Appendix A)

(f̃X,−2 + f̃X,2 + fx,−1 + f
x+1̂,1) mod 2 = 0. (47)

9 When the shift moves variables over the lattice boundary, the boundary condition of c needs to be applied. We 
choose the boundary conditions of the new auxiliary variables c̃ such that the combination (38) does not generate sign 
factors when crossing the boundary. This is guaranteed when c̃ has the same boundary conditions as c since f̃X,−2 =
(fx,−2 + f ˆ ) mod 2.
x+1,−2

13
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Fig. 1. The D2 ×D4 dimensional matrization M− of ̃T has a row index (jx,−2, j
x+1̂,−2) with corresponding Grassmann 

parity f̃X,−2 and a column index (jx,−1, j
x+1̂,1, (jx,2, j

x+1̂,2)) with corresponding Grassmann parity (f̃X,2 +fx,−1 +
f
x+1̂,1) mod 2. The matrix M− is block diagonal with nonzero blocks corresponding to f̃X,−2 = (f̃X,2 + fx,−1 +

f
x+1̂,1) mod 2. The columns of the semi-orthogonal matrix U are the D leading left singular vectors u(j̃X,−2) of M− . 

Therefore the D2 ×D dimensional matrix U is also block diagonal and its columns can be assigned a definite Grassmann 
parity g̃X,−2.

3.2.3. HOSVD of the numeric tensors
In the following we will show how to apply an HOSVD approximation to reduce the dimen-

sion of the coarse-lattice numeric tensor T̃ , by truncating its fat indices (jx,−2, jx+1̂,−2) and 

(jx,2, jx+1̂,2). As these indices also occur in K , it may seem as if this procedure cannot be ap-

plied. However, after the integration in (46), the new Grassmann tensor K
(X)

only depends on 
jx,−2 and j

x+1̂,−2 through the sum of their Grassmann parities in f̃X,−2, see (37). Similarly, it 

only depends on jx,2 and j
x+1̂,2 through the sum of their Grassmann parities f̃X,2. Therefore, 

truncations of T̃ (X) are now possible if we separately truncate subspaces with even and odd 
Grassmann parities f̃X,2 and f̃X,−2.

Let us first analyze the HOSVD of the numerical tensor T̃ . The HOSVD procedure requires 
the computation of the left singular vectors of the matrizations M of the coarse-lattice tensor T̃
of (42) with respect to its fat indices. For a contraction in the 1̂-direction, the matrization with 
respect to the backward 2̂-direction yields the matrix

M−
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2) , (jx,−1,jx+1̂,1,(jx,2,jx+1̂,2))

= T̃ (X)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

. (48)

The matrix entries of M− are just a reordering of the tensor entries of T̃ . From (47) we see that 
the entries of M− are nonzero only when the Grassmann parities of its indices satisfy

f̃X,−2 = (f̃X,2 + fx,−1 + f
x+1̂,1) mod 2. (49)

This means that the matrix M− is block diagonal10 with nonzero blocks corresponding to 
f̃X,−2 = (f̃X,2 + fx,−1 + f

x+1̂,1) mod 2 = 0 or f̃X,−2 = (f̃X,2 + fx,−1 + f
x+1̂,1) mod 2 = 1, 

see Fig. 1 (left). Therefore the left singular vectors u(j̃X,−2)

(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)
of M−, for which we introduce 

the label j̃X,−2, can be assigned definite Grassmann parities g̃X,−2 since the nonzero entries of 

10 The matrix M− can be brought in block-diagonal form by permutations of basis vectors.
14
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a single singular vector all have the same Grassmann parity f̃X,−2 = 0 or f̃X,−2 = 1, see Fig. 1
(right).11 This establishes a map from j̃X,−2 to the Grassmann parity g̃X,−2.

The same reasoning applies for the matrization M+
(jx,2,jx+1̂,2) , (jx,−1,jx+1̂,1,(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2))

in the 

forward 2̂-direction, with nonzero blocks for f̃X,2 = (f̃X,−2 + fx,−1 + f
x+1̂,1) mod 2. Further-

more, the relation between jx,−2 and fx,−2 is the same as that between jx,2 and fx,2 for all x.12

Therefore M− and M+ have the same block structure.
Nevertheless, the matrices M− and M+ generically have different singular values and singular 

vectors. However, for HOTRG we have to project the vector spaces of dimensions D2 belonging 
to the backward and forward directions on the same D-dimensional subspace. Hence, a com-
mon D2 × D semi-orthogonal truncation matrix U has to be constructed from M− and M+. 
The standard approach [8] consists of constructing U with the D leading left singular vectors of 
M− or M+, depending on which one yields the smallest truncation error, i.e., the largest value 
for the sum of their D largest singular values. However, we have developed a so-called SuperQ 
method [18], which reduces the combined local approximation error, defined below in (51), by 
constructing U with the leading left singular vectors of the extended matrix M = (M− M+). As 
the Gram matrices Q− = M−(M−)T and Q+ = M+(M+)T have identical Grassmann parity 
block structures, so will Q = MMT = Q− + Q+. In all cases the truncation matrix U is pop-
ulated by D orthonormal column vectors with column indices j̃ , which can always be assigned 
definite Grassmann parities g̃ (as explained in detail above for M−).

Therefore, in T̃ of (42) we can truncate the fat indices (jx,−2, jx+1̂,−2) and (jx,2, jx+1̂,2)

with dimension D2 to new thin indices j̃X,−2 and j̃X,2 of dimension D with Grassmann parities 
g̃X,−2 ≡ g̃X,−2(j̃X,−2) and g̃X,2 ≡ g̃X,2(j̃X,2) and construct a new tensor

T
(X)

jx,−1jx+1̂,1j̃X,−2 j̃X,2

=
∑

jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2,

jx,2,jx+1̂,2

U
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)j̃X,−2

U
(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)j̃X,2

T̃ (X)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

.

(50)

The error of the combined truncations of the fat indices can be quantified by the Frobenius norm∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
j̃X,−2,j̃X,2

U
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)j̃X,−2

U
(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)j̃X,2

T
(X)

jx,−1jx+1̂,1 j̃X,−2 j̃X,2

− T̃ (X)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

∥∥∥∥∥. (51)

Note that in (50) the same semi-orthogonal matrix U is used for backward and forward direc-
tions, such that the tensor network on the coarse lattice can be written in terms of T , with bond 
dimensions D on all links.13

11 Note that in the case of degenerate singular values, one can always choose a basis consisting of vectors with definite 
Grassmann parities.
12 This is so by construction for the initial local tensor, and remains so throughout the blocking procedure by applying 
the same truncation matrices U to the forward and backward directions.
13 If we would use different matrices U− and U+ for the backward and forward directions, the tensor network would 
not only consist of T but would also explicitly depend on U± .
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a contraction in the 1̂-direction and the corresponding coarsening.

3.2.4. Applying the truncation matrices
As the indices of the numeric tensor also appear in the Grassmann tensor, we need to deter-

mine the effect of applying the truncation matrix U to the product of the two tensors. We first 
consider the application of U to truncate the fat index for the backward direction,∑

jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2

U
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)j̃X,−2

T̃ (X)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

K
(X)

fx,−1fx+1̂,1f̃X,−2f̃X,2
. (52)

Due to the block-diagonal nature of U , we observe that for those j̃X,−2 which have Grassmann 
parity g̃X,−2 = 0, only fat indices (jx,−2, jx+1̂,−2) with Grassmann parity f̃X,−2 = 0 contribute 

to the sum. Similarly, for j̃X,−2 with g̃X,−2 = 1, only fat indices (jx,−2, jx+1̂,−2) with f̃X,−2 = 1

result in nonzero contributions. Therefore we can replace the index f̃X,−2 of K with g̃X,−2, such 
that (52) becomes

K
(X)

fx,−1fx+1̂,1g̃X,−2f̃X,2

∑
jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2

U
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)j̃X,−2

T̃ (X)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

. (53)

Similarly, for the truncation in the forward direction, f̃X,2 can be replaced by g̃X,2 in K . After 
these replacements the truncation matrix U only acts on the numeric tensor T̃ , which leads to 
the truncated numeric tensor T of (50). The Grassmann parities g̃ of the indices j̃ of T become 
the new coarse site Grassmann indices in the Grassmann tensor K.

As explained above, the coarse tensor T̃ is identical for all sites X on the coarsened lattice. 
Therefore the truncation procedure is identical for all these sites. The links (x, −1) and (x + 1̂, 1)

on the original lattice become (X, −1) and (X, 1) on the coarse lattice, see Fig. 2, such that the 
new coarse local tensor T has the following entries for the coarse site X = (x, x + 1̂),

T
(X)

jX,−1jX,1 j̃X,−2 j̃X,2
, (54)

where j̃ are the new indices introduced in the truncation procedure (50). Using the same change 
of notation, the Grassmann tensor (46) on the coarse lattice becomes

K
(X)

fX,−1fX,1g̃X,−2g̃X,2
= (cX,1)

fX,1(c̃X,2)
g̃X,2(dc̃X,−2)

g̃X,−2(dcX,−1)
fX,−1 (55)

with fX,±1 ≡ fX,±1(jX,±1) and g̃X,±2 ≡ g̃X,±2(j̃X,±2). As is explained in Appendix A, the ten-
sors K can still be considered to be commuting. The partition function on the coarse lattice then 
reads

Z =
∑
j ,j̃

∫ Ṽ∏
X=1

T
(X)

jX,−1jX,1 j̃X,−2 j̃X,2
K

(X)

fX,−1fX,1g̃X,−2g̃X,2
, (56)
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where Ṽ = V/2. We can now rename

T → T , K → K, c̃X,2 → cX,2, j̃X,2 → jX,2, g̃X,2 → fX,2 (57)

and finally

X → x, Ṽ → V. (58)

After this change of notation, the partition function (56) has the exact same form as the original 
Z in (28), albeit now on the coarsened lattice of half the volume. This means that the coarsen-
ing procedure detailed above is self-reproducing. Below we will show that the same holds for 
contractions in the 2̂-direction. Therefore, the blocking steps in either direction can be repeated 
iteratively using the exact same manipulations until the complete lattice has been reduced to a 
single site.

Note that all sign factors generated by Grassmann manipulations only depend on local indices, 
i.e., indices connected to the sites being contracted. This property, which allows us to absorb the 
sign factor in the new numeric tensor on the coarse lattice, is crucial for the application of the 
iterative renormalization group procedure.

The implementation of the GHOTRG algorithm is described in Appendix B. To improve its 
efficiency, the truncated coarse-lattice tensor T is constructed without explicitly computing the 
full coarse-lattice tensors T of (32) nor T̃ of (42).

3.3. Coarsening the space direction

The contraction procedure detailed in Sec. 3.2 for a contraction in the 1̂-direction can also be 
applied to perform a contraction in the 2̂-direction.14 To this end, we first reorder the Grassmann 
fields in (26) such that the directions are exchanged,

K
(x)
fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2

= (cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1

= σ̂fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2(cx,2)
fx,2(cx,1)

fx,1(dcx,−1)
fx,−1(dcx,−2)

fx,−2 (59)

with sign factor

σ̂fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2 = (−1)fx,1fx,2+fx,−1fx,−2 . (60)

After defining a new Grassmann tensor

K̂
(x)
fx,−2fx,2fx,−1fx,1

= (cx,2)
fx,2(cx,1)

fx,1(dcx,−1)
fx,−1(dcx,−2)

fx,−2 (61)

and a new numeric tensor

T̂
(x)
jx,−2jx,2jx,−1jx,1

= σ̂fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2 T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

, (62)

the partition function (28) can be rewritten as

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
x

T̂
(x)
jx,−2jx,2jx,−1jx,1

K̂
(x)
fx,−2fx,2fx,−1fx,1

. (63)

We observe that the partition function (63) has a structure identical to (28), up to an exchange of 
the directions 1 ↔ 2 and a renaming of T → T̂ and K → K̂ .

14 Note that after a first contraction in the 1̂-direction, the local numeric tensors are identical for all sites, see Sec. 3.2.
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From here on, everything derived in Sec. 3.2 for a contraction in the 1̂-direction can be ap-
plied to a contraction in the 2̂-direction by just exchanging 1 ↔ 2 everywhere. This means that 
we again integrate out the Grassmann field along the contracted link, introduce new Grassmann 
variables c̃X,1 on the fat links perpendicular to the contraction direction, move the differentials 
one site backward in the 1̂-direction, and integrate out the old Grassmann variables in that direc-
tion. The coarse numeric tensor is truncated using HOSVD which yields the partition function 
(56) with directions 1̂ and 2̂ exchanged. Similarly to (57) we rename

T → T̂ , K → K̂, c̃X,1 → cX,1, j̃X,1 → jX,1, g̃X,1 → fX,1 (64)

and again X → x and Ṽ → V . Then, the partition function on the coarse lattice is identical to 
(63), albeit on a lattice of half the volume.

We now convert the Grassmann tensor back to its canonical form (26), such that further block-
ings in either direction can be applied, using the procedures detailed in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3. After a 
contraction in the 2̂-direction, the coarse Grassmann tensor reads

K̂
(x)
fx,−2fx,2fx,−1fx,1

= (cx,2)
fx,2(cx,1)

fx,1(dcx,−1)
fx,−1(dcx,−2)

fx,−2

= σ̂fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2(cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 (65)

with sign factor σ̂ given in (60). After defining a new Grassmann tensor

K
(x)
fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2

= (cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 , (66)

which is in the canonical form, and a new numeric tensor

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

= σ̂fx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2 T̂
(x)
jx,−2jx,2jx,−1jx,1

, (67)

the partition function on the coarse lattice again has its original form (28).
The use of a canonical order for the variables in the Grassmann tensor conveniently allows 

for a flexible order of contraction directions.

3.4. Blocking the complete lattice and applying the boundary conditions

We can now repeat contractions in both directions according to the method described in 
Secs. 3.2 and 3.3. In this procedure the order of the contraction directions is flexible and can 
be optimized to reduce the local truncation errors.

Once the complete lattice has been reduced to a single site, the backward and forward links are 
identical such that jx,ν = jx,−ν (and correspondingly fx,ν = fx,−ν ), and the partition function 
(28) reduces to

Z =
∑

jx,1,jx,2

∫
Tjx,1jx,1jx,2jx,2Kfx,1fx,1fx,2fx,2 , (68)

with

Kfx,1fx,1fx,2fx,2 = (cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,2(dcx,−1)

fx,1 . (69)

The boundary conditions on the Grassmann variables are easily applied in our version of the 
GHOTRG procedure. As we have shown in the sections above, the boundary conditions are 
automatically transferred to the coarse site Grassmann variables cx,ν at each coarsening step. 
Therefore, the antiperiodic boundary conditions in time are implemented by imposing cx,−1 =
18
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−cx,1 in (69), while the periodic boundary conditions in space are given by cx,−2 = cx,2. This 
results in∫

Kfx,1fx,1fx,2fx,2 =
∫

(cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,2)
fx,2(−dcx,1)

fx,1 = (−1)fx,2 , (70)

and the partition function is thus given by

Z =
∑

jx,1,jx,2

(−1)fx,2Tjx,1jx,1jx,2jx,2 . (71)

In analogy to matrices, the sums in (71) are often referred to as tensor traces in the corresponding 
directions.

3.5. ASAP-tracing

The efficiency of the procedure described in Sec. 3.4 can be improved by applying “ASAP-
tracing”. Whenever a direction has been reduced to a single site during the flexible contraction 
procedure, the tensor can be traced out in this particular direction. This slightly improves the 
accuracy of the GHOTRG method since it avoids unnecessary truncations that would otherwise 
arise in the further coarsening steps of the remaining direction. When performing this ASAP-
tracing, one first integrates out the Grassmann variables in the completed direction, taking into 
account the boundary conditions. We start from the Grassmann tensor in its canonical form,

Kfx,−1fx,1fx,−2fx,2 = (cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 , (72)

and consider a tracing in either the 1̂- or 2̂-direction below.

3.5.1. Tracing the time direction
When the 1̂-direction is reduced to a single site, we reorder the Grassmann variables in (72) to 

integrate out the variables in this direction with fx,1 = fx,−1 and apply the antiperiodic boundary 
conditions in time by setting cx,−1 = −cx,1. This leads to∫

cx,1

Kfx,1fx,1fx,−2fx,2 =
∫

cx,1

(cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,−2)
fx,−2(−dcx,1)

fx,1

= (−1)fx,1(fx,2+fx,−2)(cx,2)
fx,2(dcx,−2)

fx,−2 . (73)

We now define

K
(1d)
fx,−2fx,2

= (cx,2)
fx,2(dcx,−2)

fx,−2 (74)

and

T
(1d)
jx,−2jx,2

=
∑
jx,1

(−1)fx,1(fx,2+fx,−2)Tjx,1jx,1jx,−2jx,2 (75)

such that the partition function is

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
x

T
(1d)
jx,−2jx,2

K
(1d)
fx,−2fx,2

. (76)
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Only the entries of the matrix T (1d) with even fx,−2 + fx,2 are nonzero, see Appendix A, such 
that K (1d) can be considered to be commuting.

In the subsequent spatial tensor contractions, the Grassmann tensor is given by

K
(1d)
fX,−2fX,2

=
∫

cx,2

K
(1d)
fx,2fx+2̂,2

K
(1d)
fx,−2fx,2

=
∫

cx,2

(c
x+2̂,2)

f
x+2̂,2(dcx,2)

fx,2(cx,2)
fx,2(dcx,−2)

fx,−2

= (c
x+2̂,2)

f
x+2̂,2(dcx,−2)

fx,−2 ≡ (cX,2)
fX,2(dcX,−2)

fX,−2 , (77)

and after taking X → x and K → K the Grassmann tensor is identical to (74), albeit with x
now on the coarse lattice. This means that the Grassmann tensor is self-reproducing in the one-
dimensional coarsening procedure. The contraction of the two adjacent numeric tensors then 
yields (the Grassmann tensor no longer depends on fx,2),

T
(1d)
jX,−2jX,2

=
∑
jx,2

T
(1d)
jx,−2jx,2

T
(1d)
jx,2jx+2̂,2

, (78)

which corresponds to a matrix multiplication. When taking X → x and T → T , the partition 
function again looks like (76), albeit on the coarsened lattice.

After contracting the remaining sites in the 2̂-direction until only one site is left, the final trace 
with periodic boundary conditions in the spatial direction yields

Z =
∑
jx,2

T
(1d)
jx,2jx,2

∫
cx,2

K
(1d)
fx,2fx,2

=
∑
jx,2

T
(1d)
jx,2jx,2

∫
cx,2

(cx,2)
fx,2(dcx,2)

fx,2 =
∑
jx,2

(−1)fx,2T
(1d)
jx,2jx,2

.

(79)

3.5.2. Tracing the space direction
We now consider the case where the 2̂-direction is reduced to a single site. Since we use 

periodic boundary conditions in space, we have cx,−2 = cx,2. After reordering the Grassmann 
variables to integrate out the variables in the 2̂-direction, with fx,−2 = fx,2, we obtain∫

cx,2

Kfx,−1fx,1fx,2fx,2 =
∫

cx,2

(cx,1)
fx,1(cx,2)

fx,2(dcx,2)
fx,2(dcx,−1)

fx,−1

= (−1)fx,2(cx,1)
fx,1(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 . (80)

In this case we define the Grassmann and numeric tensors on the remaining one-dimensional 
lattice as

K
(1d)
fx,−1fx,1

= (cx,1)
fx,1(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 (81)

and

T
(1d)
jx,−1jx,1

=
∑
jx,2

(−1)fx,2Tjx,−1jx,1jx,2jx,2 (82)

such that the partition function can be written as

Z =
∑
j

∫ ∏
x

T
(1d)
jx,−1jx,1

K
(1d)
fx,−1fx,1

. (83)
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When blocking sites in the remaining 1̂-direction, the product of Grassmann tensors is self-
reproducing, as

K
(1d)
fX,−1fX,1

=
∫

cx,1

K
(1d)
fx,1fx+1̂,1

K
(1d)
fx,−1fx,1

=
∫

cx,1

(c
x+1̂,1)

f
x+1̂,1(dcx,1)

fx,1(cx,1)
fx,1(dcx,−1)

fx,−1

= (c
x+1̂,1)

f
x+1̂,1(dcx,−1)

fx,−1 ≡ (cX,1)
fX,1(dcX,−1)

fX,−1 , (84)

which after taking X → x and K → K again yields the structure of (81), albeit with x on the 
coarsened lattice. The contraction of the two adjacent numeric tensors then yields (the Grassmann 
tensor no longer depends on fx,1),

T
(1d)
jX,−1jX,1

=
∑
jx,1

T
(1d)
jx,−1jx,1

T
(1d)
jx,1jx+1̂,1

, (85)

which is a matrix multiplication. When taking X → x and T → T , the partition function again 
has the form of (83), albeit on the coarsened lattice.

After contracting the remaining sites in the 1̂-direction, the final trace with antiperiodic bound-
ary conditions in the time direction yields

Z =
∑
jx,1

T
(1d)
jx,1jx,1

∫
cx,1

K
(1d)
fx,1fx,1

=
∑
jx,1

T
(1d)
jx,1jx,1

∫
cx,1

(−cx,1)
fx,1(dcx,1)

fx,1 =
∑
jx,1

T
(1d)
jx,1jx,1

. (86)

4. Results

In this section we report about the application of our GHOTRG method for two-dimensional 
strong-coupling QCD with staggered quarks, where we set the anisotropy factor γ = 1.

We first consider a baryon-only version of the model to validate the Grassmann blocking 
without being affected by possibly large mesonic contributions. For small lattices, the numerical 
results are verified with exact analytic computations.

Next we report about the application of the GHOTRG method to the full strong-coupling 
meson-baryon system and again compare with exact results for small lattices. Furthermore, we 
investigate the convergence of log(Z)/V with the bond dimension D. Besides the partition func-
tion itself, we also compute the chiral condensate

〈ψ̄ψ〉 = 1

V

∂ logZ

∂m
(87)

and the quark number density

ρ = 1

V

∂ logZ

∂μ
. (88)

For large volumes, we study the behavior of the chiral condensate as a function of the mass and 
the volume at zero chemical potential, in order to investigate the chiral symmetry of the model. 
Finally we present results for the quark number density and the chiral condensate as a function 
of the chemical potential and obtain some evidence for a first-order phase transition.

We implemented our version of the GHOTRG procedure as an extension to our already exist-
ing C++ HOTRG library. Some specifics of our implementation are described in Appendix B.
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4.1. Computing observables with stabilized finite differences

In tensor studies, observables are often computed using finite differences of logZ or using 
an impurity method. To overcome the drawbacks of both methods, we developed a stabilized 
finite-difference (SFD) method [10]. To motivate the method, it is useful to describe the problem 
encountered with the traditional finite-difference computations in tensor methods. Numerical 
finite differences only work properly for functions that are sufficiently smooth. However, the 
very nature of tensor-network methods is that discrete truncations are applied during the blocking 
procedure, and these truncations very easily break the required smoothness property of logZ

with varying parameter values. The problem occurs when the computed logZ jumps between 
close-by parameter values required for the evaluation of finite differences. In tensor methods, 
such jumps are typically caused by (almost-)degenerate singular values and/or level crossings of 
singular values, which lead to discontinuous changes of the vector subspaces used to truncate 
the coarse-lattice tensors. This problem can in principle only be resolved by taking the bond 
dimension D so large that the systematical error on logZ is much smaller than the difference 
between the exact values of logZ for two different parameter values. If such a bond dimension 
cannot be achieved, as is often the case, the computed finite differences will have large errors.

A solution to this problem, which we developed with the SFD method, is to modify the 
HOSVD truncations in order to improve the smoothness properties of the computed logZ, 
required for the application of the finite-difference method. The stabilization uses a heuristic 
approach that operates on the singular vectors of HOSVD to maximize the overlap between the 
truncated vector spaces constructed for adjacent parameters values. This is achieved by consider-
ing almost-degenerate singular values for both parameter values, and introducing separate basis 
changes in the respective subspaces. The method uses the fact that small variations of the param-
eter values generically lead to small rotations of these subspaces and allows for the use of very 
small step sizes in the finite-difference formula.

Note that observables can also be computed using the impurity method. Although this method 
yields smoother data (which does not necessarily mean more accurate) than the non-stabilized 
finite-difference method, it has its own systematic error because the same singular vectors are 
used to truncate the pure and impure tensors. We therefore use the SFD method as method of 
choice to compute observables. The SFD method was also used successfully to stabilize second-
order finite differences in the computation of susceptibilities, e.g., the specific heat of the three-
dimensional O(2) model [10].

4.2. Baryon-only partition function

As a first validation of our GHOTRG method for strong-coupling QCD, we discard all 
mesonic contributions in (28), i.e., we replace δx∈M → 0 in (14). Then, the resulting partition 
function is independent of the mass and all sites of contributing configurations are baryonic.

We computed log(Z)/V as a function of the chemical potential μ on lattices of sizes 2 × 2, 
2 × 4, 4 × 2, 4 × 4, 4 × 8 and 8 × 4 using GHOTRG with D = 32 and compared these results 
with the analytical predictions given in Appendix C. We find very good agreement between the 
numerical and analytical results. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 cases. These 
results confirm that the global minus signs that appear in the standard baryon-loop formulation 
of the model [2] are correctly taken into account by the GHOTRG procedure.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of log(Z)/V versus μ for the baryon-only system on a 2 × 2 (left) and on a 4 × 4 (right) lattice 
computed using GHOTRG with D=32 and the analytic formulas (C.1) and (C.4).

Fig. 4. Comparison of the full partition function log(Z)/V versus μ for a 2 × 2 lattice (left) and a 4 × 4 lattice (right) for 
masses m ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}, computed using GHOTRG with D=32 and the analytic formulas (C.7) and (C.10).

4.3. Meson-baryon partition function

Next we consider the full meson-baryon system of strong-coupling QCD in two dimensions, 
described by the tensor network (28). In Fig. 4 we show log(Z)/V as a function of the chemical 
potential for a 2 × 2 and a 4 × 4 lattice with m ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}, computed using 
GHOTRG with fixed D = 32, and compare with the analytic formulas of Appendix C. We find 
very good agreement between the GHOTRG results and the exact values.

To verify the accuracy of the GHOTRG results, we show their relative deviation

ε =
∣∣∣∣ logZnum

logZexact
− 1

∣∣∣∣ (89)

from the exact result on a 4 × 4 lattice for m = 0 and m = 0.2 as a function of μ for various 
bond dimensions D in Fig. 5. As expected, the accuracy typically improves with increasing D, 
but the behavior does not hold for all μ and D, which is related to the small size of the lattice, 
see below. For m = 0 (left plot) the error is about a factor of 10 larger than for the nonzero mass 
m = 0.2 (right plot). This shows that the tensor method is more accurate for larger masses, as is 
the case with most other simulation methods. Nevertheless, even in the chiral limit (m = 0), the 
tensor method gives very satisfying results for this two-dimensional system.
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Fig. 5. Relative error ε on log(Z)/V versus μ for various values of D on a 4 × 4 lattice for m = 0 (left) and m = 0.2
(right).

Fig. 6. Top row: log(Z)/V versus mass m for μ = 0, computed using the GHOTRG method with bond dimensions D
up to D = 128 together with the exact values obtained from the analytic formula (C.10). On the right we zoom in on 
the small-m region, where the tensor method requires larger values of D. Bottom row: relative error ε, see (89), for the 
data shown in the top row. We see that the accuracy improves as D becomes larger and the results converge to the exact 
values.

We also compute the mass dependence of log(Z)/V at zero chemical potential and verify 
our results with the analytic expression (C.10) on a 4 × 4 lattice, see Fig. 6. From the relative 
deviation ε, shown in the bottom row of the figure, we observe that the accuracy improves as 
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Fig. 7. Convergence of log(Z)/V versus bond dimension D for μ = m = 0. Left: results for a 4 × 4 lattice (up to 
D = 256) together with the exact value. Right: results for a 1024 × 1024 lattice (up to D = 128) and quadratic fit in 1/D

over the range 40 ≤ D ≤ 128.

D becomes larger and the results converge to the exact values. However, larger values of D are 
required to get accurate results for smaller masses.

In Fig. 7 we show a convergence study of log(Z)/V with respect to the bond dimension D
for m = μ = 0 on 4 × 4 and 1024 × 1024 lattices. The convergence behavior is quite erratic 
on the small lattice. Even though the accuracy is very good when D is sufficiently large, the 
convergence is far from being monotonous. For the large lattice, the convergence is much more 
stable, and a quadratic fit in 1/D allows us to make an extrapolation to D → ∞.

4.4. Chiral condensate at zero chemical potential

After validating the GHOTRG method for small lattices, where analytical results are available, 
we now consider larger lattices of size L × L. First we compute the chiral condensate (87) as a 
function of the mass and lattice volume at zero chemical potential. The aim is to investigate if 
the chiral symmetry is dynamically broken in this two-dimensional theory. To this end we look 
at the zero-mass and infinite-volume limit of the chiral condensate

lim
m→0

lim
V →∞〈ψ̄ψ〉

{
= 0 no DCSB,

�= 0 DCSB,
(90)

where the order of the limits is crucial.
In Fig. 8 we show the evolution of the chiral condensate as a function of the mass for vari-

ous lattice sizes at fixed D = 64. Although these results are computed at fixed D, they already 
illustrate how the chiral condensate converges to its infinite-volume limit for the different mass 
values. As the mass gets smaller, larger volumes are needed to approach this limit.

We now perform a detailed analysis of the chiral condensate by extrapolating to D → ∞ for 
each mass and volume, and then extrapolating this infinite-D result to V → ∞ for each mass 
value. An example for such an extrapolation, together with its error estimate, is shown in Fig. 9
for m = 10−5. We observe that the lattice size needed to obtain an estimate for the V → ∞ limit 
increases with decreasing mass. The results of these extrapolations as a function of the mass are 
shown in Fig. 10. For small m < 0.005, the results lie on a straight line in a log-log plot and are 
thus well fitted by limV →∞ 〈ψ̄ψ〉 = amb . For the fit shown in Fig. 10 (left), the fit parameters are 
given by a = 2.77, b = 0.0414. This shows that the chiral symmetry is not dynamically broken 
in two-dimensional strong-coupling QCD with (two tastes of) staggered quarks.
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Fig. 8. Chiral condensate versus mass for various volumes at μ = 0. In the right plot we zoom in on the region close to 
m = 0. As the mass gets smaller, larger volumes are required to reach the V → ∞ limit.

Fig. 9. Extrapolation of 〈ψ̄ψ〉 to D → ∞ for m = 10−5 and L = 4096. The red line shows a linear fit in 1/D using all 
points with D ≥ 48, and the enclosing grey band includes 99% of the linear fits using bootstrap sampling. We use the 
infinite-D extrapolation for L = 4096 as an estimate for limV →∞ limD→∞ 〈ψ̄ψ〉, since the results do not change for 
L ≥ 2048.

Fig. 10. Infinite-volume results for the chiral condensate as a function of the mass (for μ = 0). The error bars show 
estimates for the systematic errors of the extrapolations to infinite D and infinite V . For small m ≤ 0.005 the results lie 
on a straight line in a log-log plot and are thus well fitted by limV →∞ 〈ψ̄ψ〉 = amb (left panel). In the right panel we 
show a large mass interval where the results are fitted by f (m), see text.
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Fig. 11. Quark number density ρ (left) and chiral condensate 〈ψ̄ψ〉 (right) versus μ for m = 0.1. Both were computed 
for various lattice sizes with D = 64. We observe some evidence for a first-order phase transition at μc ≈ 0.3508.

For large masses, the chiral condensate is asymptotically given by 3/m at leading order, which 
can easily be derived from the partition function (6). We therefore fit the infinite-volume limit of 
the chiral condensate over the full mass range by the empirical formula f (m) = (amb +cm)/(1 +
dm + (c/3)m2), which interpolates between the asymptotic behaviors, see Fig. 10 (right). The 
fitted parameter values are a = 2.77, b = 0.0409, c = 1.05, d = 0.770.

4.5. Particle number density and chiral condensate at nonzero chemical potential

Finally, we use the GHOTRG method to investigate the behavior of the model at nonzero 
chemical potential. For m = 0.1 we study the quark number density (88) and the chiral conden-
sate (87) as a function of the chemical potential, for lattice sizes up to L = 128. The GHOTRG 
results for D = 64 are shown in Fig. 11. For small lattices (2 × 2 and 4 × 4), they agree well 
with the exact values obtained from the analytic formulas of Appendix C. For larger lattices, the 
results quickly converge to the V → ∞ limit. There appears to be a first-order phase transition 
around μc ≈ 0.3508. Above this critical chemical potential, we observe both a nonzero quark 
number density ρ and a restoration of the chiral symmetry, i.e., 〈ψ̄ψ〉 = 0.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we developed a tensor-network renormalization group framework, based on the 
GHOTRG method, specifically tailored for strongly-coupled two-dimensional QCD with stag-
gered quarks. In its dual formulation, the partition function is composed of mesonic and baryonic 
degrees of freedom. The Grassmann variables in the baryonic contributions to the partition func-
tion cannot be integrated out without introducing non-local sign factors. Therefore, the partition 
function cannot be written as a full contraction of a numeric tensor network and the standard 
HOTRG method cannot be applied. However, this problem can be resolved by constructing a 
tensor network consisting of local numeric and Grassmann tensors. When the lattice is then 
coarsened during the renormalization group procedure, the blocking of two adjacent sites now 
consists of two steps: First the Grassmann tensors on the two adjacent sites are blocked, yielding 
a new Grassmann tensor on the coarse lattice. This procedure generates a local sign factor, which 
is absorbed in the contraction of the numeric tensors on the two adjacent sites. Just as in standard 
HOTRG, the coarse numeric tensor is then subjected to an HOSVD approximation to avoid an 
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exponential increase of its dimensionality. After each renormalization group step, the partition 
function is represented by a coarsened tensor network of local tensors that are again products of 
a numeric and a Grassmann tensor. At each blocking step, the number of Grassmann variables is 
reduced by a factor of two and the HOSVD procedure reduces the dimensions of the fat indices 
of the numeric tensor back from D2 to D. This procedure is repeated until the whole lattice has 
been reduced to a single site and the partition function can be computed, taking into account the 
boundary conditions.

Our version of the GHOTRG procedure allows for a tensor-network computation of the par-
tition function with a computational cost that is similar to that of standard HOTRG. This can be 
achieved since the Gram matrices, used in the construction of the truncation matrices, are block 
diagonal in the Grassmann parity. This appears to be a common property of Grassmann tensor 
networks [19,20]. Without using this block-diagonal structure, truncations from dimension 4D2

to D would be required at each blocking step to keep the dimensions of the coarse local tensors 
under control, as is the case in the originally proposed GHOTRG method [14]. This would make 
the GHOTRG method substantially more expensive.

We have validated our version of the GHOTRG method by comparing with exact results on 
small lattices. On large lattices, we have studied the chiral condensate as a function of the mass 
and the volume at zero chemical potential, and showed that the chiral symmetry is not dynam-
ically broken in this two-dimensional model in the chiral limit (m → 0). At nonzero chemical 
potential we computed both the quark number density and the chiral condensate and found some 
evidence for a first-order phase transition to a phase with nonzero density where the chiral sym-
metry is restored (for nonzero mass).

In future work we will apply the method to strong-coupling QCD in higher dimensions and 
also extend it beyond the infinite-coupling limit.
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Appendix A. Commutativity of K
(X)

Let us assume that the entries Tjx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2 of the numeric tensor vanish unless the Grass-
mann parities f ≡ f (j) obey

(fx,−2 + fx,−1 + fx,2 + fx,1) mod 2 = 0, (A.1)

which is satisfied by the initial local tensor (27) due to δx∈M or δx∈B , see (11) and (10). The 
contraction (32) of adjacent tensors in the 1̂-direction, obtained by a sum over jx,1, yields a tensor 
which only has nonzero entries for
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(fx,−2 + fx,−1 + fx,2 + f
x+1̂,−2 + f

x+1̂,2 + f
x+1̂,1) mod 2 = 0. (A.2)

For fx,1 = 0, the sum of the first three and the sum of the last three terms are both even, while 
for fx,1 = 1 they are both odd. Therefore the Grassmann tensor K(X) of (31) can be considered 
to be Grassmann-even in the partition function (33).

Using (37), the condition (A.2) can be replaced by

(f̃X,−2 + f̃X,2 + fx,−1 + f
x+1̂,1) mod 2 = 0. (A.3)

This means the tensor entries of T̃ of (42) are zero whenever (A.3) is not satisfied. On the other 
hand, when this condition is satisfied, the coarse-lattice Grassmann tensors K

(X)
of (46) are 

commuting in the partition function since the same argument applies for all X.
When applying HOSVD, see Sec. 3.2.4, the Grassmann parity g̃ of the new indices j̃ cor-

responds to f̃ because of the block-diagonal nature of the truncation matrices, such that the 
condition is replaced by

(g̃X,−2 + g̃X,2 + fx,−1 + f
x+1̂,1) mod 2 = 0. (A.4)

Equation (A.4) is the equivalent of (A.1) on the coarse lattice, see (57). A completely analo-
gous argument applies for contractions in the 2̂-direction, see Sec. 3.3. Therefore the Grassmann 
tensors can be considered to be commuting throughout the whole blocking procedure.

Appendix B. Implementation

Below we discuss implementation details of our GHOTRG method. In standard HOTRG, 
the HOSVD approximation of the coarse-lattice tensor is typically performed without explic-
itly constructing the latter, for reasons of computational and storage efficiency. In GHOTRG, 
the blocking of the Grassmann tensors introduces additional sign factors in the coarse-lattice 
numerical tensor, see (42), and hence, we modify the standard HOTRG procedure accordingly.

B.1. Computing the semi-orthogonal truncation matrices U

The HOSVD procedure requires the computation of the left singular vectors for the matriza-
tions M of the coarse-lattice tensor T̃ of (42), with respect to its fat links. To avoid the explicit 
construction of the coarse-lattice tensor T̃ , we compute these singular vectors as eigenvectors 
of the corresponding Gram matrices Q = MMT . We adapt the calculation of Q in the standard 
HOTRG method to include the additional sign factors coming from the Grassmann integrations.

For a contraction in the 1̂-direction, the matrization with respect to the backward 2̂-direction 
leads to the Gram matrix

Q−
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2) , (j ′

x,−2,j
′
x+1̂,−2

)

=
∑

jx,−1,jx+1̂,1,jx,2,jx+1̂,2

T̃ (X)
jx,−1jx+1̂,1(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

T̃ (X)

jx,−1jx+1̂,1(j
′
x,−2,j

′
x+1̂,−2

)(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)

=
∑

jx,−1,j ,jx,2,j

(
σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2

∑
jx,1

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

T
(x+1̂)
jx,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2jx+1̂,2

)

x+1̂,1 x+1̂,2
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×
(

σfx,2f
′
x+1̂,−2

f
x+1̂,2

∑
j ′
x,1

T
(x)

jx,−1j
′
x,1j

′
x,−2jx,2

T
(x+1̂)

j ′
x,1jx+1̂,1j

′
x+1̂,−2

j
x+1̂,2

)
. (B.1)

Note that the Grassmann parities f in the sign factors σ are functions of the corresponding 
indices j .

To improve the efficiency of the computation of Q− and to reduce the required storage, we 
would like to reshuffle the factors in the previous expression, such that the tensors T at the same 
positions are contracted first, as is usually done in standard HOTRG. The additional couplings 
between the tensors, caused by the sign factors, complicate the reordering of the product.

As the nonzero entries of M− satisfy (49), the nonzero entries of Q− have Grassmann parities 
satisfying

(fx,−2 + f
x+1̂,−2) mod 2 = (f ′

x,−2 + f ′
x+1̂,−2

) mod 2, (B.2)

such that Q− is block diagonal with the nonzero blocks being either even-even or odd-odd blocks 
in fx,−2 + f

x+1̂,−2 and f ′
x,−2 + f ′

x+1̂,−2
.

The product of the sign factors σ in (B.1) simplifies to

σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2
σfx,2f

′
x+1̂,−2

f
x+1̂,2

= (−1)
fx,2(fx+1̂,−2+f

x+1̂,2)(−1)
fx,2(f

′
x+1̂,−2

+f
x+1̂,2)

= (−1)
fx,2(fx+1̂,−2+f ′

x+1̂,−2
) = σfx,2fx+1̂,−2f

′
x+1̂,−2

. (B.3)

We now reorder the sums in (B.1) such that the tensors on equal sites can be contracted first.
The sum over the indices that only appear in the two factors of T (x) yields

A−
jx,−2j

′
x,−2jx,1j

′
x,1f

=
∑

jx,−1,j
(f )
x,2

T
(x)

jx,−1jx,1jx,−2j
(f )
x,2

T
(x)

jx,−1j
′
x,1j

′
x,−2j

(f )
x,2

, for f = 0,1, (B.4)

where the indices j (0) and j (1) in the sum denote the indices j with even and odd Grassmann 
parities, respectively. The storage and computational costs scale as Mem ∝ 2D4 and Comp ∝ D6, 
respectively. Note that we cannot add the fx,2 = 0 and fx,2 = 1 contributions when constructing 
the auxiliary tensor A− since fx,2 also appears in σfx,2fx+1̂,−2f

′
x+1̂,−2

. Analogously, for the two 

factors T (x+1̂), we construct

B−
j
x+1̂,−2j

′
x+1̂,−2

jx,1j
′
x,1

=
∑

j
x+1̂,1,jx+1̂,2

T
(x+1̂)
jx,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2jx+1̂,2

T
(x+1̂)

j ′
x,1jx+1̂,1j

′
x+1̂,−2

j
x+1̂,2

(B.5)

with Mem ∝ D4 and Comp ∝ D6. Finally we compute

Q−
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2) , (j ′

x,−2,j
′
x+1̂,−2

)

=
∑
fx,2

σfx,2fx+1̂,−2f
′
x+1̂,−2

∑
jx,1,j

′
x,1

A−
jx,−2j

′
x,−2jx,1j

′
x,1fx,2

B−
j
x+1̂,−2j

′
x+1̂,−2

jx,1j
′
x,1

(B.6)

with Mem ∝ 2D4 and Comp ∝ 2D6, by first contracting A− and B− and then summing over 
fx,2.

Let us now look at the forward 2̂-direction, which is slightly different because of the 
backward-forward asymmetry of the sign factor:
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Q+
(jx,2,jx+1̂,2) , (j ′

x,2,j
′
x+1̂,2

)

=
∑

jx,−1,jx+1̂,1,jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2

(
σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2

∑
jx,1

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

T
(x+1̂)
jx,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2jx+1̂,2

)

×
(

σf ′
x,2fx+1̂,−2f

′
x+1̂,2

∑
j ′
x,1

T
(x)

jx,−1j
′
x,1jx,−2j

′
x,2

T
(x+1̂)

j ′
x,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2j

′
x+1̂,2

)
. (B.7)

The product of sign factors yields

σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2
σf ′

x,2fx+1̂,−2f
′
x+1̂,2

= (−1)
fx,2(fx+1̂,−2+f

x+1̂,2)(−1)
f ′

x,2(fx+1̂,−2+f ′
x+1̂,2

)

= (−1)
fx,2fx+1̂,2+f ′

x,2f
′
x+1̂,2(−1)

f
x+1̂,−2(fx,2+f ′

x,2) = (−1)
fx,2fx+1̂,2+f ′

x,2f
′
x+1̂,2σf

x+1̂,−2fx,2f
′
x,2

.

(B.8)

We introduce A+ and B+ for the sites x and x + 1̂, respectively,

A+
jx,2j

′
x,2jx,1j

′
x,1

=
∑

jx,−1,jx,−2

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

T
(x)

jx,−1j
′
x,1jx,−2j

′
x,2

, (B.9)

B+
j
x+1̂,2j

′
x+1̂,2

jx,1j
′
x,1f

=
∑

j
x+1̂,1,j

(f )

x+1̂,−2

T
(x+1̂)

jx,1jx+1̂,1j
(f )

x+1̂,−2
j
x+1̂,2

T
(x+1̂)

j ′
x,1jx+1̂,1j

(f )

x+1̂,−2
j ′
x+1̂,2

, for f = 0,1.

(B.10)

The construction of A+ has cost Mem ∝ D4, Comp ∝ D6 and B+ has Mem ∝ 2D4, Comp ∝ D6. 
The Q+ matrix is then

Q+
(jx,2,jx+1̂,2) , (j ′

x,2,j
′
x+1̂,2

)
= (−1)

fx,2fx+1̂,2+f ′
x,2f

′
x+1̂,2

∑
f

x+1̂,−2

σf
x+1̂,−2fx,2f

′
x,2

×
∑

jx,1,j
′
x,1

Ajx,2j
′
x,2jx,1j

′
x,1

Bj
x+1̂,2j

′
x+1̂,2

jx,1j
′
x,1fx+1̂,−2

(B.11)

with memory cost Mem ∝ 2D4 and computational cost Comp ∝ 2D6.

B.2. Truncating the coarse tensor

We present an efficient implementation of the truncation of the coarse tensor T̃ for a con-
traction in the 1̂-direction, where the dimensions of the vector spaces corresponding to the 
2̂-direction are reduced from D2 to D using the semi-orthogonal truncation matrix U constructed 
in Sec. 3.2.3,

T
jx,−1jx+1̂,1j̃X,−2 j̃X,2

=
∑

jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2,jx,2,jx+1̂,2

U
(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)j̃X,−2

U
(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)j̃X,2

× σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2

∑
jx,1

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

T
(x+1̂)
jx,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2jx+1̂,2

(B.12)

with
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σfx,2fx+1̂,−2fx+1̂,2
= (−1)

fx,2(fx+1̂,−2+f
x+1̂,2) = (−1)

fx,2fx+1̂,−2(−1)
fx,2fx+1̂,2 . (B.13)

We again want to avoid the explicit construction of the coarse tensor T̃ and therefore reorganize 
the contractions. For later use we define two tensors by making the following products of U with 
the factorized sign factors,

A−
jx,−2jx+1̂,−2j̃X,−2fx,2

= (−1)
fx,2fx+1̂,−2U

(jx,−2,jx+1̂,−2)j̃X,−2
, (B.14)

A+
jx,2jx+1̂,2j̃X,2

= (−1)
fx,2fx+1̂,2U

(jx,2,jx+1̂,2)j̃X,2
(B.15)

with Mem ∝ Comp ∝ 2D3 and D3, respectively.
In the following, indices before the “|” represent the indices of the outmost loops of the im-

plementation. These indices are not explicitly present in the auxiliary tensors, which reduces the 
storage requirements of the computation. We construct the further auxiliary tensors (note that 
fx,2 ≡ fx,2(jx,2) is not summed over),

B
jx,−1 j̃X,−2 | jx,1jx,2jx+1̂,−2

=
∑
jx,−2

A−
jx,−2jx+1̂,−2j̃X,−2fx,2

T
(x)
jx,−1jx,1jx,−2jx,2

(B.16)

with Mem ∝ D3 and Comp ∝ D6. Then, we contract B with the second T ,

C
jx,−1 j̃X,−2 | j

x+1̂,1jx,2jx+1̂,2
=

∑
jx,1,jx+1̂,−2

B
jx,−1 j̃X,−2 | jx,1jx,2jx+1̂,−2

T
(x+1)
jx,1jx+1̂,1jx+1̂,−2jx+1̂,2

(B.17)

with Mem ∝ D3 and Comp ∝ D7. Finally, we make the remaining tensor contraction of C and 
A+,

T
jx,−1jx+1̂,1j̃X,−2 j̃X,2

=
∑

jx,2jx+1̂,2

A+
jx,2jx+1̂,2 j̃X,2

C
jx,−1j̃X,−2 | j

x+1̂,1jx,2jx+1̂,2
(B.18)

with Mem ∝ D4 and Comp ∝ D6. The total computational cost of the GHOTRG method scales 
as D7.

B.3. Staggered phase

To avoid multiple definitions of the initial local tensor that would just differ in the staggered 
phase, we decided not to include the latter in the tensor (14), but instead to modify the construc-
tion of U and the truncation T of the coarse tensor, described in the sections above, to take into 
account the staggered phase. If we choose the very first contraction to be in the 1̂-direction, these 
modifications only have to be applied in this contraction. In subsequent contractions, all local 
tensors on the coarse lattice are identical, and the constructions of U and T are performed as 
described above, without any modifications. Therefore, to take into account the staggered phase, 
we only need to modify the equations for the first contraction, by replacing T (x) by ηfx,2

x,2 T (x)

and T (x+1̂) by η
f

x+1̂,2

x+1̂,2
T (x+1̂), see also (14). From the definition of the staggered phase, these two 

staggered phases will have opposite signs. We choose ηx,2 = 1 and η
x+1̂,2 = −1, such that only 

operations involving T (x+1̂) will be affected.
In the calculation of the backward Q−, the non-trivial staggered phase occurs in (B.5), but, 

as it always occurs twice and multiplies to 1, the matrix Q− remains unaltered. For the forward 
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Q+, the only effect of the staggered phase is to multiply the entries of Q+
(jx,2,jx+1̂,2),(j

′
x,2,j

′
x+1̂,2

)

with (−1)
f

x+1̂,2+f ′
x+1̂,2 in (B.11).

In the construction of T one just needs to modify (B.18) as

T̄
jx,−1jx+1̂,1 j̃X,−2 j̃X,2

=
∑

jx,2jx+1̂,2

(−1)
f

x+1̂,2A+
jx,2jx+1̂,2 j̃X,2

C
jx,−1j̃X,−2 | j

x+1̂,1jx,2jx+1̂,2
. (B.19)

Appendix C. Analytical results

We developed a code to generate all configurations with baryon and meson loops automati-
cally, from which an exact analytic formula for lattices up to 8 × 4 can be computed. The code 
can be restricted to baryon-only configurations or applied to the full meson-baryon system, with 
chemical potential μ, mass m, anisotropy parameter γ , and arbitrary combinations of periodic 
and antiperiodic boundary conditions. The results presented below use periodic boundary condi-
tions in space and antiperiodic boundary conditions in time. Although we derived the analytical 
results for arbitrary γ , we only give the formulas for γ = 1 for conciseness.

C.1. Baryon-only system

For validation purposes we first computed the partition function in the case where all mesonic 
contributions are omitted, i.e., we only consider configurations where each lattice site is part of 
a baryon loop.

The partition functions ZL1×L2
B are given by:

Z2×2
B = 2 cosh(12μ) + 6, (C.1)

Z2×4
B = 98 + 128 cosh(6μ) + 64 cosh(12μ) + 16 cosh(18μ) + 2 cosh(24μ), (C.2)

Z4×2
B = 18 + 2 cosh(24μ), (C.3)

Z4×4
B = 2

(
839 + 552 cosh(12μ) + 360 cosh(24μ) + 32 cosh(36μ) + cosh(48μ)

)
, (C.4)

Z4×8
B = 2

(
4887399 + 7030608 cosh(12μ) + 3442496 cosh(24μ) + 914544 cosh(36μ)

+ 154560 cosh(48μ) + 16416 cosh(60μ) + 1152 cosh(72μ)

+ 48 cosh(84μ) + cosh(96μ)
)
, (C.5)

Z8×4
B = 2

(
480087 + 59592 cosh(24μ) + 104008 cosh(48μ) + 512 cosh(72μ)

+ cosh(96μ)
)
. (C.6)

C.2. Meson-baryon system

For the full meson-baryon system the partition functions ZL1×L2 are given by:

Z2×2 = 998 + 9760
m2 + 21248m4 + 50944m6 + 53248m8 + 24576m10 + 4096m12
9 3

33
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+ (16 + 160m2 + 384m4 + 256m6) cosh 6μ + 2 cosh 12μ, (C.7)

Z2×4 = 145726

27
+ 12844480

27
m2 + 105352192

9
m4 + 3369095168

27
m6 + 2102610944

3
m8

+ 2306392064m10 + 42560880640

9
m12 + 6248988672m14 + 5386534912m16

+ 2998927360m18 + 1035993088m20 + 201326592m22 + 16777216m24

+ cosh(6μ)

(
78640

27
+ 390592

3
m2 + 5499904

3
m4 + 103747072

9
m6

+ 38006784m8 + 70975488m10 + 77135872m12 + 47972352m14 + 15728640m16

+ 2097152m18
)

+ cosh(12μ)

(
4616

9
+ 10560m2 + 73856m4 + 217088m6

+ 301056m8 + 196608m10 + 49152m12
)

+ cosh(18μ)
(

48 + 320m2 + 768m4 + 512m6
)

+ 2 cosh(24μ), (C.8)

Z4×2 = 26690

9
+ 9622912

27
m2 + 89571328

9
m4 + 3064475648

27
m6 + 1989659648

3
m8

+ 2235662336m10 + 41867247616

9
m12 + 6201016320m14 + 5370806272m16

+ 2996830208m18 + 1035993088m20 + 201326592m22 + 16777216m24

+ cosh(12μ)
(

16 + 640m2 + 6784m4 + 28672m6 + 55296m8

+ 49152m10 + 16384m12
)

+ 2 cosh(24μ), (C.9)

Z4×4 = 13925769446

6561
+ 680074265344

729
m2 + 73852306899968

729
m4

+ 3475648217397248

729
m6 + 29728645213136896

243
m8 + 471240996681187328

243
m10

+ 14965969111886135296

729
m12 + 4131351942668484608

27
m14

+ 2501251147949932544

3
m16 + 276569408916244398080

81
m18

+ 289682146434549284864

27
m20 + 236434435268348477440

9
m22

+ 4106419252484907204608

81
m24 + 699458907104186728448

9
m26

+ 95101389643184078848m28 + 837594161470930681856

9
m30

+ 72746741263060959232m32 + 45210379367626047488m34

+ 22142023984025174016m36 + 8422927571833847808m38

+ 2432946553384599552m40 + 514817732403789824m42
34
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+ 75153818781745152m44 + 6755399441055744m46 + 281474976710656m48

+ cosh(12μ)

(
57524320

729
+ 1295121920

81
m2 + 77688855808

81
m4

+ 2123443054592

81
m6 + 32295371456512

81
m8 + 101785491374080

27
m10

+ 1923114590765056

81
m12 + 938298391396352

9
m14 + 987744196100096

3
m16

+ 6871321849888768

9
m18 + 1316708023271424m20 + 5097380869308416

3
m22

+ 1639786838228992m24 + 1174310630719488m26 + 613377164443648m28

+ 226465035583488m30 + 55868934586368m32 + 8246337208320m34

+ 549755813888m36

)
+ cosh(24μ)

(
421736

81
+ 2784512

9
m2 + 24326656

3
m4

+ 914487296

9
m6 + 703141888m8 + 2929164288m10 + 7757299712m12

+ 13481541632m14 + 15568732160m16 + 11853103104m18 + 5737807872m20

+ 1610612736m22 + 201326592m24

)
+ cosh(36μ)

(
160 + 2048m2

+ 16640m4 + 59392m6 + 110592m8 + 98304m10 + 32768m12
)

+ 2 cosh(48μ).

(C.10)
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